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ABSTRACT
Networks characterized by challenges, such as intermittent connectivity, network
heterogeneity, and large delays, are called “challenged networks”. We propose a novel
network architecture for challenged networks dubbed Parallel Networks, or, ParaNets. The
vision behind ParaNets is to have challenged network protocols operate over multiple
heterogenous networks, simultaneously available, through one or more devices. We present
the ParaNets architecture and discuss its short-term challenges and long-term implications.
We also argue, based on current research trends and the ParaNets architecture, for the
evolution of the conventional protocol stack to a more flexible cross-layered protocol tree.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The increase in user demand and mobility, along with the evolution of wireless devices, have
led to a new set of networking challenges. Some of these challenges include network
heterogeneity, intermittent connectivity, large delays, the high cost of infrastructure
deployment, and the absence of an end-to-end path. Network environments characterized by
one or more of these challenges are dubbed “challenged networks” [1]. Examples of
challenged
network environments include battlefields, disaster relief efforts, and remote disconnected
villages.
In parallel to the increase in challenged network environments, we have begun to
witness the inevitable convergence of different networking technologies. This convergence
occurs by providing communication alternatives to users through carrying multiple devices,
or a single device, with access to multiple networks [6], [5]. However, network protocols that
operate on these devices are primarily designed to operate over a single network at a given
time, or multiple channels within the same network. Most, if not all, current approaches for
providing interoperability between heterogenous networks rely on a high level overlay
protocol that performs protocol translation. These overlays, however, are usually at network

gateways rather than endpoints. We believe we can exploit the current and expected future
convergence of networking technologies to better serve challenged networks.

II. RELATED WORK
While early research attempts have addressed some problems in challenged networks, the
term “challenged networks” was first introduced by Fall when he proposed a Delay Tolerant
Networking (DTN) architecture for heterogeneous networks in extreme environments [1].
Other work on more specific issues, such as using “ferries” for message delivery [2], limiting
message floods in sparse mobile environments [4], or tracking wild life patterns [3], have also
been introduced. Most of this work, however, focuses on the particular challenged network
being studied, in order to deliver and implement a particular solution efficiently designed for
a specific domain.
III. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
We discuss in this section two major issues. We first present the ParaNets architecture and
show how endpoints can take advantage of multiple heterogeneous networks in parallel.
Afterwards, we define a set of short-term challenges and long term implications that arise as a
result of ParaNets.
A. The Parallel Networks Architecture (ParaNets)
We propose the ParaNets architecture based on the current and future expected trend of
individuals accessing multiple networks through one or more devices. We exploit the
availability of these devices through their participation in the creation of protocols that can
better serve challenged networks. This idea has a profound impact on the services and
protocols required to run on such devices and networks.
An instance of the ParaNets architecture is shown in Figure 1. The endpoints, A and
B, have access to three different networks in parallel. The three networks are a classical DTN
network [1], a cellular network, and a satellite network. The DTN network represents the
challenged network in this case. This network has multiple regions with DTN gateways at the
edges of these regions. These gateways perform translation and persistent storeand-forward
relaying of “messages bundles” [1]. The DTN network is generally characterized by high
bandwidth, but intermittent, and non-end-to-end connectivity. The cellular network, however,
is characterized by continuous, end-to-end connectivity, but low bandwidth connections.
Finally, the satellite network generally falls in the middle in terms of available bandwidth. It
provides intermittent, end-to-end connectivity.

When nodes A and B need to transmit bundle messages over the DTN network, these
messages are typically transmitted over the classical DTN network using store-and-forward
relaying. Without ParaNets, functionality, such as, routing or reliability, are only provided via
the challenged network. Given the characteristics of the challenged network, it becomes
increasingly hard to develop robust, efficient solutions. With ParaNets, however, the
available parallel cellular and satellite networks are treated as channels that can be used
depending on the type of message. For example, the cellular network is best used for
transmitting lightweight control information such as acknowledgements, synchronization
messages, or routing updates. The satellite network, which usually provides predictable,
scheduled, end-to-end connections, can also be used for transmitting control information, or
small to average sized message bundles. We finally note that access to the parallel networks
is not restricted to the endpoints, but can be extended to the DTN gateways as well, thus
enabling extra services for communication in such environments.

B. Research Challenges and Implications
There are numerous new research challenges and implications that emerge as a result of
ParaNets. Many of these challenges are open for future research. In this section, we identify
some of these challenges. We also provide some insight on possible approaches to solve
some of these problems. 1) Short-term challenges: We now discuss what we believe are the
most immediate and crucial research challenges created as a consequence of ParaNets. These
challenges include:

Transport: The way in which various transport layer services are currently provided in
challenged networks will most likely change with the introduction of ParaNets. Control
messages related to these transport services, such as connection establishment, congestion
control, and reliability, no longer need to traverse the challenged network. These messages
now have an alternative channel over which they can be transmitted. Lightweight data

carrying information regarding buffer sizes, acknowledgments, lost packets, and battery
power, for example, can now be quickly delivered to far ends of a challenged network. We
examine this approach for maintaining end-to-end reliability in our evaluation section.

Routing: Most of the routing approaches adopted in challenged networks rely on
opportunistic or scheduled links that are available for short periods of time. Routing decisions
are made based on information that can easily be stale due to the nature of the challenged
network itself. Information is often disrupted or delayed for long periods of time. ParaNets, in
this case, offer much more up-to-date information regarding the challenged network. This
information can then lead to more efficient and reliable routing decisions
Addressing: Since nodes are connected to multiple networks, we need to develop methods
by which to correlate and identify the different network addresses given to a node. In other
words, we need to ensure that a given node, X, with a given IP, _, is also reachable through
the cell number, _, and on a third network
Security: Since ParaNets allow operation over multiple networks, there are multiple paths
over which security related attacks can be launched. However, these multiple paths also offer
alternatives for ensuring authenticity and integrity. Security related information, such as
certificates or various keys, can now be transmitted over an appropriate alternate path.

Administration: Because of ParaNets, a node has access to multiple networks that fall under
different administrative systems and domains. Each of these domains has its own operational
procedures, administrative policies, and costs. For example, the traversal of traffic on a
network, A, in order to provide services for a network, B, might not be allowed by A. The
problem becomes more challenging if A is not designed for such scenarios. For example, the
use of the cellular network to send control information might be rejected by cell providers
offering voice-only service. The architecture we present takes the current trend of network
convergence to new levels with new administrative challenges.
An application is able to use protocols provided by transport layers A or B, as shown
in Figure 2. In this case, transport protocols A and B are best suited for different underlying
networks. Furthermore, each transport protocol has the option of using multiple underlying
networks. This is illustrated in Figure 2 where transport A can access both networks A and B.
We believe that the network, MAC, and physical layers are more tightly coupled in such an
architecture. This flexibility in the protocol tree leads us to develop more expandable and
backwards compatible protocols, and also provides multiple opportunities for each layer to
perform its tasks in the most efficient and effective manner.
The arrows shown in Figure 2 represent two concepts. The thin black arrows show
how the current trend of cross layering will be maintained in the protocol tree. Sharing
information vertically between layers has proven to be very useful in many cases [7], and we
believe that this trend will continue, particularly for mobile and challenged networks. On the
other hand, the thick horizontal arrows represent what we call cross-network, or cross-stack,
cooperation. For example, if a device has connectivity to both networks A and B, routing
information gathered from each network can be shared, enabling both layers to learn more
than it is capable of knowing on its own. This fact becomes more apparent when we consider
ParaNets combined with challenged networks. A node can learn much more about a route to
other nodes in the challenged network through the parallel cellular network.

A. Simulation Environment
We conducted our evaluation using OPNET. We integrated the ParaNets architecture with
that of DTMNs by adding the ParaNets handler. This handler coordinates access to multiple
networks, which, for our evaluation, were an 802.11-enabled DTMN and a cellular network.
We evaluated the performance of the best approaches used for message delivery and
reliability in a classical DTMN, shown in previous research [4] [8], to that of the
ParaNetenabled DTMN. The best approaches we considered were the passive[4] and
active[8] cures. These cures are approaches used to control and stop message floods in
DTMNs by gradually healing message-infected nodes, either through a “passive” kill
message or an “active” receipt. The passive and active cures are also used for end-to-end
reliability in DTMNs. We particularly show how a ParaNet-enabled DTMN helps spread
either one of these cures in a more efficient manner.
In our simulations, we used the random way-point mobility model, but avoided the
major problem of node slow down. We used random way-point because our investigation
showed that, for this particular case, the mobility model did not affect the relative
performance of our solutions. The node speed ranged between 15 to 25 meters per second,
and the rest period was 10 seconds. Every point in our results was taken as an average of 20
different seeds. We ran the simulation until the acknowledgment for message delivery was
received.
We summarize the major parameters we use in our simulations as follows: Terrain is
the area over which the Number of Nodes are scattered. We run our tests over 5km2 with
nodes between 25 and 75 (nominal value = 50 nodes). The Beacon Interval is the period after
which a beacon, used for neighbor discovery, is sent. The beacon interval range is between 10
milliseconds and 10 seconds (nominal value = 0.5 seconds). The Times-To-Send (TTS) is the
number of times a node will successfully forward a message before it is dropped. This value
ranges from 1 to 75 times (nominal value = 50). Retransmission Wait Time represents the
amount of time a node remains idle after successfully forwarding a message to another node.
When the retransmission wait time expires, the node then tries to resend the same message.
This time ranges between 0 to 50 seconds (nominal value = 5 seconds). Finally, the ParaNets
Percentage is the percentage of nodes that have access to a parallel network in order to make
use of the ParaNets architecture. This percentage ranges between 2% and 100% (nominal
value = 100%).

We use two metrics to evaluate the impact of ParaNets on DTMNs. The first metric is Delay,
measured by the total time spent to send a bundle message as well as receive its
acknowledgement through the cure. We also call this the round trip time of a messageB.
Results
We now present a summary of our extended set of simulations, along with a specific subset
of our simulation results that clarify and support our goal. All of the results are shown for a
single sender sending one bundle message to a single destination. The main goal of these
experiments is to study the impact of ParaNets on DTMNs, which helps us better understand
its potential impact on challenged networks.
Since both the beacon interval and times-to-send represent the willingness of a node (i.e.,
how hard a node tries to send a message), we only show results for the beacon interval. The
results in Figure 3 show the impact of changing the beacon interval. We witness similar
performance trends in the three approaches in terms of delay (Figure 3(a)) and cost (Figure
3(b)). In general, we incur an overall increase in round trip time as the beacon interval
increases, and a decrease in the total number of bundles transmitted. The less frequently
nodes send beacons, the harder it is for them to discover neighbors to which they can forward
a message, resulting in an increase in delay.
The second result set is illustrated in Figure 4. The figure shows the impact of varying
the network density (25, 50, and 75 nodes) on our metrics. For all approaches, as the number
of nodes increases, the round trip time decreases and the total number of bundles transmitted
increases. As the density increases, more nodes in the network spread the cure faster. This

faster spread of the cure, however, comes at the cost of an increase in the total number of
messages injected into the network.
In the results in Figures 3 and 4, we see that the ParaNets-based approach outperforms
both the active and passive cure approaches regardless of the change in beacon interval or
node density. The reason for this improvement in performance when using ParaNets is that
the cellular network acts as a high-speed and low-bandwidth channel. This channel enables
the cure to propagate much faster, which leads to two crucial results. First, the round trip time
is greatly reduced since the return time is essentially zero because the acknowledgement/cure
traverses via the cellular network instead of the challenged network. Second, the total number
of messages is much smaller with ParaNets because, once the destination receives the
message, the protocol using the ParaNets architecture quickly stops nodes in the network
from forwarding the message any further. In other words, the nodes in the network know
earlier, via the parallel network, that the message was delivered, and therefore, stop
retransmitting the message.
We note that the active approach outperforms the passive approach for both metrics in
Figure 3. When the cure is “actively” transmitted as a separate message, it reaches the source
faster since the uninfected nodes also participate in delivering the active cure. This reduction
in return time also stops the nodes in the network from retransmitting earlier than in the
passive approach, resulting in a smaller total number of messages transmitted. The less chatty
passive approach, however, is more advantageous than the active one if we include the
acknowledgement message as part of the cost, as shown in Figure 4(b).
The results we have presented so far assume that all the nodes in the network are
ParaNets-enabled. This assumption also explains why we show only one line for ParaNets,
because the active and passive approaches running over ParaNets perform the same; whether
the cure is active or passive, it reaches all nodes as soon as the message is delivered to the
destination. What happens, however, if only some nodes in a challenged network have access
to a parallel network?

Figure 5 answers this question by showing the impact of having only a subset of
nodes ParaNets-enabled. We ensure that the sender node is not ParaNets-enabled or else there
will be no change in RTT since the sender will receive the cure as soon as the message is
delivered to the destination. We now see a difference in the active vs. passive performance
over the ParaNets architecture. The convergence in performance that we see is, again,
because as more nodes are ParaNets-enabled, the faster the source receives the cure until no
difference exists when all nodes are ParaNets-enabled. Overall, there is a decrease in both
delay (Figure 5(a)) and cost (Figure 5(b)) as the percentage of ParaNets-enabled nodes
increases. The interesting observation, however, is that similar improvement in performance
is also achieved only with a small number of ParaNets-enabled nodes. This result occurs, as
shown, for either the active or passive cure running over the ParaNets architecture.

V. CONCLUSIONS
The ParaNets architecture aims to provide a basis on which solutions targeted towards
challenged networks can be built. Its design exploits the availability of multiple networks in
parallel in such a way to help develop more efficient and robust solutions for challenged
networks. We have studied the impact of the ParaNets architecture on a representative
challenged network, namely, Delay Tolerant Mobile Networks (DTMNs). Solutions based on
ParaNets are shown, through our evaluation, to outperform current state of the art solutions,
even when only a subset of nodes are ParaNets-enabled.
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